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T
he recent discovery of graphene1

filled the gap between one-
dimensional carbon nanotubes and

three-dimensional graphite in graphitic ma-

terials, according to dimensional classifica-

tion. It makes truly two-dimensional crystals

accessible and links solid state devices to

molecular electronics.2,3 Graphene is identi-

fied as a zero gap semiconductor and has a

novel electronic structure with its conduc-

tion band and valence band touching each

other at a neutral point. This characteristic

enables graphene devices to exhibit ambi-

polar behavior, despite having an unexpect-

edly high conductivity minimum. This ob-

servation was recently explained by the

formation of electron hole puddles at the

Dirac point,4 which arise from charged im-

purity centers5�7 or graphene ripples.8 The

nature of the low density of states near the

Dirac point makes the electronic properties

of graphene very sensitive to the surround-

ings. In addition, a large surface-to-volume

ratio allows graphene to catch many adsor-

bates very easily. A recent transmission

electronic microscopy (TEM) experiment

clearly reveals the existence of adsorbates

on the surface of graphene.9,10 The trans-

port properties across and parallel to the in-

terface of graphene may be changed by

the manner of sticking and bonding the

atoms/molecules.11,12 In these ways, the en-

vironment has a direct impact in the physi-

cal properties of graphene. Hence, under-

standing the graphene�environment

interaction is fundamental in either inter-

preting graphene sensing phenomena or

engineering graphene sheets for function-

ing and high performance devices.

In many studies, graphene field effect

transistors commonly comprise graphene

flakes lying on an insulator and back-gated

by a silicon substrate. Hysteretic behaviors
in conductance characteristics with gate are
often observed.13�22 The hysteresis varies
depending on the sweeping voltage range,
sweeping rate, and surrounding conditions.
The hysteresis presumably originates from
charge transfer from neighboring adsor-
bates (such as a water molecule) or charge
injection into the trap sites on the dielectric
substrate in general. Vacuum treatment
and annealing were found to effectively
suppress the hysteresis.13,14 In addition, a
hydrophobic polymer layer was introduced
in between graphene and SiO2 to suppress
the hysteresis.19,20 On the other hand, as
high-k media, water/ice layer could greatly
enhance the transport performance of
graphene FET by dielectric screening and
may suppress hysteresis.23,24 There appears
to be no broad consensus on mechanisms
that are tempting to attribute the hyster-
esis. In summary, although interesting data
have been presented in these recent re-
ports, several important physical questions
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ABSTRACT Graphene field effect transistors commonly comprise graphene flakes lying on SiO2 surfaces. The

gate-voltage dependent conductance shows hysteresis depending on the gate sweeping rate/range. It is shown

here that the transistors exhibit two different kinds of hysteresis in their electrical characteristics. Charge transfer

causes a positive shift in the gate voltage of the minimum conductance, while capacitive gating can cause the

negative shift of conductance with respect to gate voltage. The positive hysteretic phenomena decay with an

increase of the number of layers in graphene flakes. Self-heating in a helium atmosphere significantly removes

adsorbates and reduces positive hysteresis. We also observed negative hysteresis in graphene devices at low

temperature. It is also found that an ice layer on/under graphene has a much stronger dipole moment than a

water layer does. Mobile ions in the electrolyte gate and a polarity switch in the ferroelectric gate could also cause

negative hysteresis in graphene transistors. These findings improved our understanding of the electrical response

of graphene to its surroundings. The unique sensitivity to environment and related phenomena in graphene

deserve further studies on nonvolatile memory, electrostatic detection, and chemically driven applications.

KEYWORDS: graphene transistor · conductance hysteresis · charge transfer ·
capacitive gating · water dipole
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have yet been addressed in detail: (1) Is the origin of

hysteresis the same in graphene and carbon nanotube

transistors? (2) What are the mechanisms governing the

hysteresis in the electrical characteristics? (3) How long

is the relaxation time for the hysteresis? (4) What is the

role of adsorbed water molecule on/below graphene in

hysteresis? In fact, the hysteresis may cause uncer-

tainty in measuring both conductance and mobility,

which may lead to large discrepancies in the results

once any sweeping rate/range/direction from the gate

was not reported. Therefore, it is worth systematically

investigating the hysteresis and understanding its ori-

gin. The investigation will benefit research on high per-

formance graphene transistors, graphene sensors, and

nonvolatile memory electronics.

In this work, we present a systematic investigation

of the conductance via sweeping gate bias by forward

and backward scans in graphene transistors with dielec-

tric and electrolyte gating. First, we study the transport

properties of graphene field effect transistors on SiO2,

and address the scaling of hysteresis with respect to
the gate voltage sweeping range, sweeping rate, and
the number of graphene layers. As the parallel electri-
cal field between graphene and back gate is greatly dif-
ferent than the radiating one near a carbon nanotube,
which could cause the local breakdown of SiO2, the
chance for charge injection into the dielectric substrate
is much lower than that of charge trapping into neigh-
boring dipolar adsorbates (such as, water molecules) in
graphene transistor. Following that, we examine the
hysteresis in electrolyte-gated graphene transistor. Dra-
matic hysteresis of conductance is different from the
one in back-gated graphene transistor. What is more,
we find that back-gated graphene transistors exhibit
the two kinds of different hysteresis by sweeping the
gate bias above and below 0 °C. The result indicates
that ice on/below graphene exhibits stronger dipole
moment than water does. The action of hysteresis is be-
lieved to be attributed to either charge trapping
from/to graphene or a capacitive gating effect. The
two mechanisms generally coexist and compete with
each other in all graphene transistors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We began by measuring the hysteresis of graphene

field effect transistors on SiO2, which were fabricated
by method 1 (see Methods or refs 25 and 26). For the
sake of comparison, all of the investigated graphene de-
vices presented reproducible hysteresis in conduc-
tance versus gate potential (Vback-gated which is rewritten
to Vbg) characteristics in ambient environment. The
gate voltage was swept continuously from �80 to 0 V,
then to �80 V and back to �80 V. A representative ex-
ample is displayed in Figure 1. Hall bar was adapted as
the electrode geometry. As shown in Figure 1b, the
gate scans lead to the positive shift of the neutral point
(NP) in the back-gated system, where we define the
NP as the voltage at conductance minimum. We could
determine the direction of the hysteresis by comparing
the location and the sign of trapped charges to the ava-
lanching field. When the back gate starts at negative
gate voltage, holes in graphene are slowly trapped into
the trap centers, so that after some time the graphene
sees a more positive potential than that simply due to
the gate voltage (and vice versa for the opposite sweep
direction). These trapped charges under graphene
dope the graphene into opposite polarity, whose static
condition could be observed in scanning single elec-
tron transistor.4 Charge traps seem to be charged on
time scales comparable to the scale relevant for the
measurement. As such, gate voltage sweeping in nega-
tive regime typically shifts the NP down because of
charge screening from injected holes into trap sites.
Similarly, gate voltage sweeping in positive regime in-
duces electron injection into the trap sites, and NP is
shifted up. In DC gate sweeping, the charges remain
trapped until the gate polarity is switched.

Figure 1. (a) Optical image of a bilayer graphene device
(bs4q3p7) lying on SiO2; (b) conductance vs gate voltage
curves recorded under sweep rate of 1.25 V/s in ambient
condition. As the gate voltage is swept from negative to
positive and back, a pronounced hysteresis is observed, as
indicated by the arrows denoting the sweeping direction.

Figure 2. (a) Conductance hysteresis recorded for the same de-
vice as in Figure 1 under three different Vbg sweeping rates in am-
bient condition; (b) conductance vs gate voltage curves under
three different gate voltage ranges in ambient condition; device
hysteresis increases steadily with increasing voltage range due to
avalanche charge injection into charge traps; (c) Close up of panel
b within the low voltage region; (d) diagram of avalanche injec-
tion of holes into interface or bulk oxide traps from the graphene
FET channel.
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As shown in Figure 2a, the magnitude of the hyster-
esis in Vbg exhibits a significant dependence on sweep-
ing rate of the gate voltage (dVbg/dt). The voltage differ-
ence of NP caused by hysteresis increases from 8 V
(dVbg/dt � 5 V/s) to 14.5 V (dVbg/dt � 1.25 V/s) and fur-
ther to 15 V dVbg/dt � 0.313 V/s). Device hysteresis in-
creases steadily with a reducing sweeping rate because
of charge trapping on a time scale longer than a few
seconds. It almost saturates when the sweeping rate is
lower than 1.25 V/s, and therefore the sweeping rates
are adjusted in subsequent experiments unless other-
wise noted. Figure 2 panels b and c compare conduc-
tance �Vbg curves of the graphene FET for different
voltage ranges at room temperature. The hysteresis be-
comes larger as the range of Vbg increases. It indicates
that hysteresis originates from charge injection into in-
terface or bulk oxide traps at higher gate bias. When the
voltage is in the range of 10 V, the NP shift due to hys-
teresis is only about 1 V. When the range of Vbg in-
creases beyond 10 V, the hysteresis becomes more pro-
nounced. The NP shift goes up to about 4.3 V (in the
range of 40 V) and 15 V (in the range of 80 V). The en-
hanced hysteresis can be quantitatively explained here.
Silicon dioxide has interface and bulk (dangling bond)
traps whose charge state changes with gate voltage. At
the Si/SiO2 interface of conventional silicon transistors,
thermally grown silicon oxide has effective trap densi-
ties Nit � 5 � 1010 cm�2 and Not � 5 � 1011 cm�2 for in-
terface traps and oxide traps, respectively.27,28 These
concepts are adapted to the graphene/SiO2 interface.
Interface traps are populated continuously as the gate
voltage is tuned; usually oxide traps are charged only
with injection at gate fields above 3 � 10�2 V · nm�1 be-
fore SiO2 breaks down at about 0.27 V · nm�1.27 The
graphene FET capacitance per unit area is derived from
the simple capacitor model Cg � 115 aF/�m2 � 712
e · �m�2 · V�1. The number of charges trapped per unit
area N � Cg�Vnp/(2e) is estimated from the NP shift �Vnp

and an effective capacitance Cg. Therefore, the move-
ment of neutrality point can be explained by the effec-
tive trapping charges density. Trapped charge density
(N10V) with �Vnp � 0.8 V in a range of 10 V should be N10V

� �VnpCg/(2e) � 5.76 � 1010 cm�2, trapped charge den-
sity (N80V) with �Vnp � 15 V in a range of 80 V should
be N80V � (�VnpCg)/(2e) � 5.4 � 1011 cm�2. The calcu-
lated value indicates that the trapped charge density
near graphene/SiO2 interface is in the same scale with
that near the Si/SiO2 interface. Note that the results
agree well with the size of charge density nonunifor-
mity (	n � 2�15 � 1011 cm�2 in SLG and BLG) obtained
from other experimental methods.4,6,29,30 The hysteresis
clearly demonstrates dynamic duration of how the
charges inject into trapping centers. Figure 2d illus-
trates the diagram of an avalanche injection of holes
into interface or bulk oxide traps from the graphene FET
channel.

We performed a statistical analysis on many
graphene transistors in order to examine the hyster-
esis strength of graphene flakes ranging from 1 to 10

layers. The graphene flakes are obtained from the same
bulk graphite and transferred to the same substrate sur-
face. All the devices were formed together by one
round of fabrication processes. The relationship be-
tween shift of NP and flake thickness is shown in Fig-
ure 3a. The dotted lines serve as a guide for the eyes.
Note that all samples in Figure 3 were fabricated by
method 2 (see Methods). Although the NP shift fluctu-
ates in a large range, it is noticed that the average shift
of NP for SLG approaches 12.6 V. However, the NP shift
in BLG and FLG starts to deviate from this value; it is
about 9.3 V for BLG, 6 V for a three-layer stack, and satu-
rates at about 5 V for thicker layers. The phenomena
are due to the charge distribution, which is brought
about by the interplay between interlayer hopping and
interlayer screening in multilayer graphene. The satura-
tion of NP shift starting from the 4-layer graphene indi-
cates that the carriers induced by external electrical
field are mainly located within three near-surface lay-
ers. The charge screening length under external field is
the thickness of about 2�3 graphene layers near the
SiO2 interface. The distribution exists in both the case
of A�B (Bernal) stacking31 and the case of rotationally
stacking.32 We notice that the shift of NP in SLG and BLG
fluctuates in a large range. A possible cause could be
lateral inhomogeneity, that is, fluctuations in the carri-
ers’ concentration, within the thin graphene plane.4

The influence of the adsorbates on hysteresis is also
interesting. Graphene is always found to be p-type due
to unintentional doping of adsorbates (e.g., water, oxy-
gen, organic residue) after exposed to air. The doping
states are quite stable even in vacuum. Recently, pass-
ing a high current through graphene was demonstrated
to heat it locally to high temperature.33 Current anneal-
ing can remove the foreign impurities on the graphene
surface and then improve the quality of graphene. Fig-
ure 3b shows the conductance as a function of Vbg for
sample LF5 before and after current annealing. The an-
nealing and measurements are performed under he-
lium atmosphere at room temperature. The graphene
device exhibits p-type before annealing. The DC current
is gradually ramped across the device up to 5 mA (ac-
cordingly about 0.5 mA/�m per layer) and kept for
about 10 min, and then gradually reduced to zero. Af-
ter that, the conductance is examined. The procedure is

Figure 3. (a) Shift of the neutrality point as a function of the number
of layers. The error bar represents the standard deviation of all the raw
data. The dashed line is guide for eyes. (b) Two-point conductance as
a function of gate voltage in sample LF5 (bilayer) before and after the
application of a large current in a helium gas atmosphere and at T �
300 K.
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repeated until NP shifts back to zero. As shown in Fig-
ure 3b, current annealing has been shown to signifi-
cantly reduce hysteresis. The difference in NP due to
hysteresis decreases from 13.6 V (dVgate/dt � 1.25 V/s)
to 4.3 V (dVgate/dt � 1.25 V/s). These results suggest that
residues may help charge trapping. However, the cur-
rent annealing treatment could not reduce the hyster-
esis further. Most likely, impurities permanently trapped
in the “dead layer”1 and the SiO2 substrates may be re-
sponsible for this lack of further improvement. The pos-
sible reason is that the trap sites in SiO2 substrates
could not be removed just by this kind of current an-
nealing process. We also notice that current annealing
improve carriers mobility from 3200 (for holes) and
1400 (for electrons) to 8000 cm2 V�1 s�1 (for both carri-
ers). The slope of the linear portion of the transfer curve
is used to calculate the field effect mobility, � � (1/
Cg)|d
/dVg|, where Cg � εε0/d � 1.15 � 10�4 F/m2 is
the gate capacitance per unit area (� is the dielectric
constant of SiO2, �0 is the permittivity of free space, and
d � 300 nm is the thickness of SiO2). It is interesting
that current heating improves mobility even for
samples in contact with substrates. Normally, adsor-
bates lead to doping, while not causing a significant
change in carrier mobility.12 The most possible reason
is that the graphene become partly suspended after an-
nealing. Some residues below the graphene migrate

and accumulate into bigger particles after annealing.
Some parts of the graphene sheet are lifted up and are
not in contact with the underlying substrate. An in-
crease of distance between graphene and substrate re-
duces the influence of the substrate (phonon and
trapped charges). The partly free-standing configura-
tion exhibits the intrinsic rippling of graphene,34 which
has lower amplitude than that of the surface of the sub-
strate. Both of the causes could increase the mobility
of carriers in graphene. In addition, the increase of the
spacing between graphene and the substrate may re-
duce the possibility of charge trapping and create less
hysteresis. It is necessary to mention that hysteresis be-
comes less than 1 V at 4.2 K in helium vapor, even with-
out current annealing. This means that the action of
trapping is very sensitive to temperature, and it is sup-
pressed at low temperature.

Graphene FET usually creates a uniform electrical
field (E � Vg/d, d is the thickness of SiO2) through the
gate oxide, while carbon nanotube (CNT) FET generates
the radiating electrical field. Electrical field at the inter-
face between CNT and SiO2 follow the relationship E �
Vg/(εRt ln(d/Rt)) (� � 3.9 is the dielectric constant of SiO2,
Rt is the nanotube radius, and d � 300 nm is the thick-
ness of SiO2). It can easily reach 1 V/nm, greatly larger
than the breakdown field of SiO2. The high electrical
field near CNT leads to pronounced hysteresis even un-
der a small range of voltage sweeping in CNT
transistor.35�38 Although graphene FETs achieve a com-
paratively low electrical field, the uniformity of the elec-
trical field near the graphene surface makes graphene
a promising candidate in further studies on sensing ap-
plications as CNT.

In Figure 4a, charge transfer from/to graphene re-
duces the charge density in graphene directly and leads
to the positive shift of conductance. However, some-
times hysteresis of conductance may go in the oppo-
site direction due to carrier density enhancement in
graphene by capacitive gating (Figure 4b). As shown
in Figure 4b, after applying external electrical field E,
ions with inversed charge move toward graphene and
dipoles align along the external electrical field. As such,
the local electrical field near graphene will be en-
hanced. The enhancement of local electrical field near
graphene helps attract more majority carriers through
the metallic contact due to capacitive gating, and then
the carrier density in graphene is effectively increased.
The negative shift of conductance is finally observed.
Figure 4c illustrates this kind of conductance hysteresis
in a graphene device. This kind of hysteresis can be typi-
cally observed in an electrolyte-gated graphene device
as shown in Figure 4d. The sample was fabricated by
method 3 (see Methods). The electrolyte is aqueous 1
mM KCl solution. The gate voltage was swept continu-
ously within the range of 1 V in order to avoid any reac-
tion. Figure 4e compares conductance �Vtg curves of
the electrolyte-gated graphene transistor for different
voltage ranges at room temperature. The NP shift al-
most keeps constant as the range of Vtg increases. When

Figure 4. The carrier density in graphene is affected by two mecha-
nisms. (a) Transferring a charge carrier (hole) from graphene to charge
traps causes the right shift of conductance, and vice versa; (b) capaci-
tive gating occurs when the charged ion or polar alters the local elec-
trostatic potential around the graphene, which pulls more opposite
charges onto graphene from the contacts; (c) schematics of hysteresis
caused by the capacitive gating; (d) schematic diagram of the experi-
mental setup using electrochemical gate. A Hall bar configuration was
used for the electrochemical transport measurement at room temper-
ature. (The inset shows an optical image of a monolayer CVD graphene
FET device (sample s-CVD8), and the white dashed line profiles the
graphene area.) (e) G vs Vtop-gate curves records for the top-gated CVD
graphene FET under different sweep ranges (as indicated) in ambient
air. The arrows denote the sweeping direction.
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the voltage is in a range of 0.5 V, the NP shift due to hys-
teresis is about 0.25 V. When the range of Vtg increases
beyond 0.5 V, the hysteresis varies a little. The NP shift
goes to about 0.24 V (in the range of 0.8 V) and 0.25 V
(in the range of 1 V). The phenomena can be qualita-
tively explained. For an electrolyte-gated device, the
electrode will create an electric field and attract oppo-
sitely charged ions from the solution, forming what is
known as an electrical double layer; the two layers of
the charge (surface charge and the layer of counterions)
can be approximated very well as parallel plate capaci-
tors.39 And the capacitance rises exponentially with the
potentials applied onto the electrodes.40 Similarly, for
an electrolyte-gated graphene, when positive voltage
is applied to gate (Au), free cations tend to accumulate
near the negative electrode (graphene), creating a posi-
tive charge layer near graphene. The accumulation is
limited by the concentration gradient, which opposes
the Coulombic force of the electrical field. The charge
layer with inversed charges (called Debye layer) accu-
mulate near the electrolyte and provides a much higher
gate capacitance than the commonly used SiO2 back
gate; the high capacitance originates from the small dis-
tance between the Debye layer and electrode
(graphene). Therefore, when the gate voltage sweeps,
the graphene “remembers” the conductance at the last
gate voltage it “saw”. The hysteresis of conductance
shifts left with respect to gate bias. This is because it
takes some time for the potential to be distributed in
solution. The relaxation time of distribution is not sensi-
tive to the sweeping range because certain biases un-
der a similar sweeping rate just accumulate a similar
concentration of inversed charge at a similar rate. As

such, the NP shift in hysteresis almost keeps constant
as the range of Vtop-gate (abbreviated to Vtg) increases.

Figure 5 compares conductance �Vtg curves of the
electrolyte-gated graphene FET for different voltage
sweeping rates at room temperature. It is found that
the hysteresis could be reduced by slowing down the
gate sweeping rate. As mentioned previously, the hys-
teresis of conductance is related to the relaxation time
of potential distribution, while the relaxation time of
distribution is sensitive to sweeping rate. As such, un-
balanced distribution creates larger positive hysteresis.
It is also found that the hysteresis finally changed from
NP left-shift to NP right-shift. The results indicate that
the two mechanisms (charge transfer from/to graphene
and capacitive gating effect), generally coexist and
compete with each other in graphene transistors. Slow
gate sweeping rate could suppress the hysteresis from
capacitive gating and enhance the hysteresis from
charge trapping. Similarly, the hysteresis from capaci-
tive gating effect could be reduced by increasing the
concentration of ions in the solution (as shown in Sup-
porting Information Figure S4).

We also observed this kind of hysteresis, shown in
Figure 4c, in back-gated graphene FET on SiO2 (see Sup-
porting Information Figure S1). Although the NP posi-
tively shifts when ramping the gate voltage under am-
bient conditions, it shifts toward more negative voltage
after the samples are mounted on a cryostat in flowing
cold helium gas. The results are reproducible at 1.6, 4.2,
50, and 200 K. The hysteresis phenomena may be
caused by the surface dipole moment near graphene
which may occur from tape residue,41 atmospheric
water,11,41 or e-beam resist. The hysteresis in the con-
ductance minima by the sweeping gate at a fixed mag-

Figure 5. Conductance hysteresis recorded under four different Vgate sweep rates (0.25, 0.1, 0.0625, 0.0167 V/s) in ambient
condition for the sample shown in Figure 4d. The arrows denote the sweeping direction of gate voltage.
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netic field confirms that it is originated by capacitive
gating. Similar to an electrolyte-gated device, the car-
rier density in graphene near the dipoles could be in-
creased by capacitive gating from the dipoles. The di-
poles usually sit on graphene with some orientation,
and they can flap randomly due to the thermal fluctua-
tion or inhomogeneities without an electrical field. Af-
ter applying an external electrical field, the dipoles will
be oriented along the electrical field direction, which
causes the enhancement of the local electrical field near
the dipoles. The carrier density in graphene near the di-
poles was effectively increased due to capacitive gat-
ing from oriented dipoles. In addition, it takes some
time for the dipoles to be aligned and settle down un-
der an electrical field. The relaxation time is in the sec-
onds scale. In this way, the hysteresis of conductance
shifts negatively with respect to gate bias. Other groups
also observed similar hysteresis with NP left-shift in
bulk graphene devices42 at low temperature and
graphene transistors43 on a ferroelectric surface. In all
graphene devices, the capacitive gating effect faces
keen competition from charge trapping. In most cases,
the phenomena are difficult to observe in graphene ly-
ing on SiO2 because the charge transfer may dominate
the hysteresis by shifting NP in the opposite direction.
The negative hysteresis only could be observed when
the charge transfer is suppressed at low temperature. It
is noted that hysteresis with conductance minima shift-
ing right was observed in a graphene nanoring.44 The
authors attribute the hysteresis to the available trapped
states located at the rough edges of the graphene

nanoribbons. Beside this reason, we believe that the na-
ture of narrow width enhances the local electrical field
below the graphene nanoring, analogous to the CNT
case discussed earlier. The high electrical field locally
ionized the dielectric material below and then caused
the charge trapping in graphene.

Finally, as water molecules always exist in the sur-
roundings of graphene devices, we would like to inves-
tigate the behavior of a graphene transistor with water
absorbed on graphene flakes. Although a water mol-
ecule does not bond strongly with a graphene surface,45

the close contact of graphene with water might be
able to modify the electronic properties by serving as
a trap site or exhibiting a large dipole moment. Here,
we investigate the conductance hysteresis of graphene
transistors consisting of water film. The back-gated
graphene device shown in Figure 6 a was fabricated
by method 3 (see Methods). PMMA resist was utilized
to keep the metal electrode from water film. Water films
are formed from atmospheric moisture that has con-
densed because of the cold substrate. The sample was
measured in a refrigerator under atmosphere. Figure 6
panels c and d show the typical hysteresis curves of the
CVD graphene transistor in the presence of water and
ice at 0 °C, respectively. The back-gate bias was swept
with different rates. It is found that the graphene tran-
sistor exhibits obvious negative hysteresis with a
sweeping rate of 3.33 V/s when ice forms on its sur-
face. And the negative hysteresis decays with the de-
crease of sweeping rate and finally converts to a posi-
tive hysteresis. However, the negative hysteresis was

Figure 6. Conductance hysteresis in back-gated graphene transistor where the graphene contacts with water/ice. (a) Side view
of a back gated graphene transistor with four probe configuration. (The inset shows an optical image of a CVD graphene FET de-
vice (sample s-CVD4), and the white dashed lines indicate the graphene area.) (b) Working principle of the CVD graphene FET
where water/ice molecules serve as dipoles; pronounced electrical hysteresis curves are observed under four different gate
sweeping rates when water (c) or ice (d) forms on/below graphene at 0 °C.
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not observed in the presence of water even with the
gate sweeping rate of 3.33 V/s, as shown in Figure 6d.
Detailed temperature dependence of hysteresis also ex-
hibits the obvious difference between water and ice in
different samples (see Supporting Information Figures
S5 and S6). The experimental results clearly show that
the ice layer on graphene exhibits stronger average di-
pole moment than the water layer. The results are in
good agreement with recent theoretical work.46 Figure
6b demonstrates that the dipoles of water are oriented
along the external electrical field. The manner causes
the enhancement of the local electrical field near di-
poles, which leads to the increase of carrier density in
graphene by capacitive gating. As the capacitive gat-
ing effect caused by ice dipoles suffers the keen compe-
tition with charge trapping, positive hysteresis caused
by charge trapping pronounces at low sweeping rate.

CONCLUSIONS
There are two mechanisms that may cause differ-

ent hysteresis in graphene during the period of sweep-
ing the gate voltage forward and backward. They are
charge transfer and capacitive gating. In both cases, a

change of the carrier density in graphene can cause
the shift in the conduction with respect to gate volt-
age. What is more, both of them affect graphene con-
ductance on the seconds time scale. In the first case,
when a total charge �q is transferred from\to the
graphene, it will cause the positive shift of conduc-
tance �V given by �q � C�V where C is the dielectric
capacitances. In the second case, capacitive gating in-
creases the carrier density in graphene, and more
charges are pulled onto graphene from the metallic
contacts. The effect changes the graphene conduc-
tance in the same way as gating the transistor through
a back gate. The two mechanisms will shift the conduc-
tance with respect to gate voltage in the opposite direc-
tion. It is also found that an ice layer on/under graphene
has a much stronger dipole moment than a water layer.
Our experimental results indicate that graphene may
offer more opportunities for chemical and biological
sensing than a carbon nanotube, due to its huge sur-
face to volume ratio and unique electronic dispersion.
In spite of the absence of a band gap in graphene, this
hysteretic behavior can be exploited to create nonvola-
tile memory devices.

METHODS
Device Fabrication. Method 1. Graphene sheets were produced by

mechanical exfoliation of bulk graphite using an adhesive tape1

and then deposited onto an Si substrate with a layer of SiO2 300
nm thick. The silicon substrate serving as a global back gate is a
highly p-doped (boron) silicon wafer with a nominal resistivity of
less than 0.005 ohm · cm. After localization of suitable sheets by
optical microscopy with respect to alignment marks, metallic
leads are patterned using standard electron beam lithography
followed by electron beam evaporation of Ti/Au (5 nm/80 nm
thick).

Method 2. Graphene sheets were produced by mechanical ex-
foliation of bulk graphite using an adhesive tape and then de-
posited onto Si substrate with a layer of SiO2 300 nm thick. The
silicon substrate serving as a global back gate is a highly p-doped
(boron) silicon wafer with a nominal resistivity of less than 0.005
ohm · cm. Metallic leads are formed by using a shield mask (TEM
grid with the bar width of 10 �m) to avoid resist residues. This is
followed by electron beam evaporation of Ti/Au (5 nm/80 nm
thick). The spacing between the mask and the substrate is about
several hundred nanometers which is determined by the thick-
ness of graphite flakes sitting in between the mask and sub-
strates. Owing to incomplete contact of the mask and substrate,
the electrode metal typically invaded the electrode spacing be-
low the shadow mask by several hundred nanometers. The small
values of invading distance are neglectable. The channel length
of the devices was maintained at approximately 10 �m.

Method 3. The large scale CVD�graphene films used here are
synthesized on Cu foils by using techniques analogous to the
work described in literature.47 Following that, the Cu is etched
away and graphene transferred onto SiO2/Si, with the help of
PMMA. Metallic leads were formed by using a shield mask made
of a plastic plate and electron beam evaporation of Ti/Au (5
nm/80 nm thick). The dimension of the devices goes to the cen-
timeter level. The samples were annealed at 400 °C in Ar/H2

(5%) to remove resist residue introduced during the transfer
processes.
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